Glass Cup Warmer

Glass Cup Warmer
With its simple, clean lines, the stainless steel cup warmer featuring
high-quality clear glass elements cuts an elegant figure alongside all
GIGA Professional models.
Thanks to its three storage surfaces, it provides plenty of space for
a total of 100 espresso cups (diam. 60 mm) or 60 coffee cups (diam.
80 mm). The three modern heating panels are energy-efficient and
run silently, which makes the product ideal for use in offices.

Technical data
Ideal for all GIGA Professional machines
Constant heat output of approximately 55 °C
Pre-warmed cups for enjoying the perfect cup of coffee
Ideal capacity for professional use
Voltage
220 – 240 V, 50 / 60 Hz
Approvals
Power
75 W
Holding capacity (cups stacked/
60 coffee cups (diam. 80 mm)
arranged in staggered rows)
100 espresso cups (diam. 60 mm)
Cable length
Weight
Dimensions (W x H x D)
Article number

Approx. 2 m
15 kg
32 x 45 x 32 cm
70086
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Not only does the Glass Cup Warmer offer all the functions you
could wish for, it will also bowl you over with its elegant yet understated design. The three modern heating elements, which are
integrated into the storage surfaces, are energy-efficient and run
silently. This means that the Glass Cup Warmer is just as much
at home in offices or conference rooms as it is in locations such
as bars, bistros and coffee lounges.

High-quality materials

High capacity

JURA insists on using nothing but the highest quality materials for
this cup warmer. It is made from brushed stainless steel and clear
glass elements.

The Glass Cup Warmer features three storage surfaces, so there is
enough space for 60 coffee cups or 100 espresso cups. This makes it
ideal for locations where people drink a lot of coffee.

